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Full Evaluation Balraj Singh ENSDF 31-Jul-2014

Q(β−)=17510 SY; S(n)=3070 SY; S(p)=17760 CA; Q(α)=−16970 CA 2012Wa38,1997Mo25

Q(β−) and S(n) from 2012Wa38; S(p) and Q(α) from 1997Mo25.

Estimated uncertainties (2012Wa38): 950 for Q(β−), 1060 for S(n).

S(2n)=7780 1000, Q(β−n)=12080 860 (syst,2012Wa38). S(2p)=39380 (1997Mo25,calculated).

2010Oh02: 76Co nuclide identified in Be(238U,F) and Pb(238U,F) reactions with a 238U86+ beam energy of 345 MeV/nucleon

produced by the cascade operation of the RBIF accelerator complex of the linear accelerator RILAC and four cyclotrons RRC, fRC,

IRC and SRC. Identification of 76Co nuclei was made on the basis of magnetic rigidity, time-of-flight and energy loss of the

fragments using BigRIPS fragment separator. Experiments performed at RIKEN facility. Based on A/Q spectrum and Z versus A/Q

plot, 5 counts were assigned to 76Co isotope. (Q=charge state).

2014Xu07: 76Co nuclide produced in 9Be(238U,F) reaction with a 238U86+ beam of 345 MeV/nucleon produced by the RIKEN

accelerator complex. Separation of 76Co nuclei was made on the basis of magnetic rigidity, time-of-flight and energy loss of the

fragments (∆E-Bρ-tof method) using BigRIPS fragment separator and and ZeroDegree Spectrometer (ZDS) at RIBF-RIKEN

facility. Based on A/Q spectrum and Z versus A/Q plot. Measured heavy fragment, β and γ spectra using wide-range active silicon

strip stopper array (WAS3ABi) for beta and ion detection, and EUROBALL-RIKEN Cluster array for γ detection. Decay curves

were obtained from time differences between implantation and correlated β decays.

2000Is13: calculated S(n), S(2n), Q(β−).

76Co Levels

E(level) T1/2 Comments

0 21.7 ms +65−49 %β−=100; %β−n=?; %β−2n=?
Only the β− decay mode has been observed in 2014Xu07.
E(level): the observed activity is assumed to be in its ground state.
Jπ: 9/2+ proton orbital and 7/2− neutron orbital from theoretical considerations (1997Mo25).
T1/2: from 2014Xu07, deduced from βγ-coin decay curve. Theoretical T1/2=14.8 ms (1997Mo25),

11 ms, 17 ms (2002Pf04).

Since no events were observed for neighboring hydrogen-like peaks, the misidentification of 76Co in
2010Oh02 is not possible.

Theoretical %β−n=3.63, %β−2n=5.85 (1997Mo25). Theoretical %β−n=11.0, 24.7 (2002Pf04).
Measured production σ=8 pb 4 (2010Oh02).
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